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QUESTION 1

You have just deployed a new Support Workflow and Support Notification Scheme. Manager Maria should be receiving
notifications when users click the Escalate workflow transition, but she is not. 

Identify two possible reasons Maria is not receiving the notifications. (Choose two.) 

A. Maria is not listed in the right custom event of the Support Notification Scheme. 

B. The Escalate workflow transition is firing the wrong event. 

C. The right custom event has been deleted from the Support Notification Scheme. 

D. Maria is not listed in the Issue Escalated (System) event of the Support Notification Scheme. 

E. The Escalate workflow transition is firing the right event, but the event is marked Inactive. 

F. The Escalate workflow transition is firing the right event but uses the wrong email template. 

Correct Answer: CF 

 

QUESTION 2

One of your project owners is struggling with reporting and sorting issues in her project. Currently, the classification of
the issues is no more useful than a list of things that need to be done. 

The project owners would like to establish the following: 

more classification of issues, so issues can belong to several classes the ability to edit classes a way to link a class to
an owner 

How would you help this project owner improve issue reporting and sorting? 

A. Add a custom field of type Select List (multiple choices) for class, linked to a class-owner field. 

B. Ensure the component field is available in the project and demonstrate how to use it. 

C. Add a new labels field for the project, with labels containing the owner names. 

D. Add a custom field of type Select List (cascading) with classes in the first tier and owners in the second tier. 

E. Add a custom field of type Select List (multiple choices) for class, naming an owner in the options. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a project with several issue types, associated unique workflows, and a number of components. 
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The decision has been made to have all new issues assigned automatically. 

To that end, you\\'ve set default assignee(s) for the project lead, component leads, and removed the 

Assignee field from the screens associated with the Create Issue operation. 

One of the issue types is still being created without an Assignee. 

What is the most likely cause of the problem? 

A. The issue type\\'s field configuration for Component/s is not set to Required. 

B. The default assignee for the issues\\' component is still set to Unassigned. 

C. The post function Assign to Lead Developer is missing in the create transition. 

D. Users creating this issue type do not have the Assign Issue permission. 

E. The assignee is being set to Unassigned in the first post-function of the create transition. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to make the following changes to an existing workflow: 

1. 

A transition should only be available if code has been committed against the issue. 

2. 

Only users in a specific project role can see a transition 

3. 

Issues must not be commented on in a specific status. 

4. 

The resolution should be set automatically. 

5. 

A transition should send out a specific notification email. 

Which workflow elements will you use to implement the desired changes? 

A. 1 condition, 1 validator, 2 post functions, 1 property 

B. 2 conditions, 2 validators, 1 property 

C. 1 condition, 1 validator, 1 post function, 2 properties 

D. 2 validators, 2 post functions, 1 property 
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E. 2 conditions, 2 post functions, 1 property 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Sundar\\'s development projects are falling behind. He wants to write a JQL query to find issues that meet all three of
these criteria: 

1. 

He is the project lead of the project or the project is DEV. 

2. 

fixVersion had been set to 4.3 at some point but was later removed. 

3. 

Issues were created in the first 15 days of this month. The Exhibit shows the JQL query he created. 

Which statement about Sundar\\'s query is true? 

A. The query will not return the right set of issues because the parentheses are wrong. 

B. The query will not return the right set of issues because lines 2 and 3 are wrong. 

C. The query will return the right set of issues, but it is inefficient. 

D. The query is well written and will return the right set of issues. 

E. The query is valid, but it will not run without a Jira Marketplace app. 

F. The query will not return the right set of issues because line 2 only is wrong. 

Correct Answer: E 
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